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The editors of the ﬁrst pan-European journal dedicated to State aid law cordially welcome
submissions for the forthcoming issues, published online and in print. Our high standards
of publication have helped to establish a signiﬁcant European State aid expert community
including academics, policy-makers and practitioners.
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Acknowledging the importance of State aid law as an indispensable branch of EU law, EStAL
editors gladly accept submissions solely related to this topic. Comparative, interdisciplinary
analyses and review articles are equally welcome. Submissions shall examine jurisprudential
as well as policy developments at the European and national levels, preferably with crossborder perspectives. All research Articles published in EStAL are double-blind peer-reviewed.
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EStAL editors seek the following types of contributions:
ARTICLES | CASE NOTES | OPINIONS | BOOK REVIEWS | COUNTRY REPORTS
To guarantee EStAL’s high-quality standards, all submissions are required to conform to the
details specified in the author guidelines available at:
www.lexxion.eu/estal/author-guidelines
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EStAL accepts submissions of manuscripts on a rolling basis. We encourage authors to write
on all major areas of State aid law, economics and policy.
Submissions should be sent exclusively through our online manuscript submission system:
Scholastica. Submissions by email will not be accepted.

Open Access Option

Submission Deadlines:
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● Issue 4/2020:
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27 July 2020

Articles may be submitted after the published deadlines, by arrangement with the editor.
Authors receive a free printed copy of the journal.
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